A divertor coil set has been installed on the Tara tandem mirror for stabilization of m = 1 flute-like modes. We discuss the effectiveness of divertor stabilization in experiments where m = 1 modes are driven to instability by plug electron cyclotron heating (ECH) in an ion cyclotron heated (ICH) plasma. The instability onset is characterized by thresholds in ECH power, fueling rate, ICH power and mapping radius of the divertor null. In general, the stability is enhanced by mapping the null radially inwards into the plasma.
I -INTRODUCTION
Recent designs for mirror confinement devices have attempted to obtain as much axisymmetry as possible within the constraint of stability to interchange modes", 2 . Tara 3 ', and other tandem mirror experiments (TMX-U', Phaedrus 6 , Gamma-10 7 ) have used non-axisymmetric minimum-B field configurations to provide MHD stability at the expense of power consumption, access to the plasma, and transport due to ion drifts across flux surfaces 8 .
We have installed a magnetic divertor coil set in the Tara central cell for halo fueling 9 1 0 and axisymmetric stabilization of interchange modes", 2 . In this paper we report on the stabilization of rigid flutelike modes during divertor operation in an axisymmetric field configuration. This instability occurs in these experiments during fundamental electron cyclotron heating (ECH) in one of the axisymmetric plug cells adjacent to the central cell, although it can also be initiated by other power sources or adjustment of input gas pressure or central cell Ion Cyclotron Heating (ICH) power. We find that the threshold for instability occurs at higher ECH power levels during divertor operation.
When driven to instability, the plasma is best described by a rigid gaussian profile rotating azimuthally around the machine axis1 3 . The transition between this behavior and quiescent operation is quite sudden. We describe here the parameterization of the thresholds for loss of stability. The range of conditions for which stable operation is possible is enhanced significantly by operation of the divertor, and scales with the strength of the divertor field.
The structure of this paper is as follows: In section II we briefly describe the divertor coil set and operation. In section III we discuss the theoretical reasons which motivated the installation of the magnetic divertor. In section IV we review the nature of the mode under consideration as seen in Tara. In section V we discuss the dependence of stability on key operating parameters. In section VI we discuss the qualitative agreement of results with theory, and several alternative mechanisms which may explain the stabilization. In section VII we summarize our conclusions.
II -Divertor Construction and Operation
The magnetic geometry of Tara is shown in figure 1 .
The axisymmetric central cell (10 m long) is bounded by axisymmetric plug cells, which in turn are bounded by minimum-B anchors. In these experiments, the anchor magnets were energized only to preserve flux mapping to the endwalls for diagnostic purposes. No supplementary ion or electron heating was energized in the anchor cells, thus plasma streamed through without the stabilizing effect of enhancing global f weighted curvature.
The central cell is constructed with a magnetic field "bump" at the midplane for fueling and ICII heating. For one meter to either side of the central cell midplane, the magnetic field is raised to 4.6 kGauss from a value of 2.6 kGauss in either side (the "wells").
A gas box here provides the primary fueling source for the plasma discharge, and is constructed of two fast time-response piezo-electric gas injectors and a series of close fitting limiters".
ICH slow waves are launched from an antenna at the "bump", and propagate to either side where heating occurs at the ion cyclotron resonance in the "well". This arrangement has the advantage that the hot mirror trapped ions in the "well" are isolated from charge-exchange losses they would undergo in the gas box
The divertor coil set is located in the center of the "bump", between the gas box and the ICII antenna. The coil set, shown in figures 1 and 2. consists of three coils internal to the vacuum chamber, which replace one of the original external central cell coils. Two of these (the "boost coils") are run in the same sense as the central cell coil set in order to prop up the local field and localize the region of reduced field. The center ("bucking") coil is run in the opposite sense of the other coils to divert flux around itself and create a null in the shape of an azimuthal ring between the three coils. It is predicted that stability occurs via azimuthal currents in the null "shorting out" radial perturbations of the plasma column.
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CENTRL CELL CENTIMETERS Figure 2 . Schematic of the Tara divertor. The three coil divertor, central cell and halo gas boxes, and slot ICH antenna are shown.
Confinement in the diverted flux will be poorer than on the adjacent flux which maps just inside the separatrix.
Scrape-off losses from limiters and the coil supports must be refueled from the gas box or reflux, and power losses for refueling and charge-exchange over tiis extra flux path must be compensated. The bucking coil is thus held in place by thin (3.2mm) spokes. and the power and cooling feed-through cross-sections are carefully designed to minimize scrape-off in divertor mode. The divertor was installed on the magnetic "bump", like the gas box, to minimize resultant charge-exchange cooling of the hot mirror trapped ions in the central cell "well".
The divertor coil can be run in non-divertor mode (where the bucking coil is not energized and the small coils are only partially energized to avoid scrape-off), or divertor mode (where a fraction of the Tara flux is mapped around the bucking coil). In divertor mode, the coil currents can be adjusted to vary the mapping of diverted flux. Although the null always resides close to the same location, the mapped radius of the null flux tube in the central cell "well" varies with the divertor currents. In typical operation, the boost coils are kept at constant current and the bucking coil is varied to change this mapping.
The operating range of the bucking coil spans null radii mapped to the central cell "well" from the limiter edge (19 cm) to 14.5 cm. This corresponds to diverting 0% to 40% of the central cell flux around the bucking coil.
III -Theoretical Predictions for the Magnetic Divertor
A theoretical treatment" of the divertor magnetic geometry has predicted that MIHD frequency modes must exhibit a node at the flux modification of the edge pressure profile in such a way that the equilibrium shifts towards stability or ponderomotive stabilization is enhanced. None of these alternative explanations may be entirely discounted. We will discuss them further in section VI.
IV -Nature of Dominant Low Frequency Instability in Tara
We characterize the stability related plasma parameters primarily by using diagnostics which yield radial profile information. In this way, we observe equilibrium changes in the radial density profile width, shape, and peak as well as bulk motion of the plasma column itself.
The major tools used for this are: 1) a five-chord interferometer array in the central cell, 2) an eight-chord light detector array on the north end of the central cell, and 3) an eight-detector Faraday cup array at the south endwall. All of these arrays look at the up-down orientation of the plasma column.
The interferometer array data is de-convolved to fit an elliptic Gaussian profile rotating around an offset center of motion20. A variety of variables determine the plasma stability. These include axial and radial density and temperature profiles, magnetic geometry, geometry of metal limiters, ICH wave field profiles, distribution of neutral gas through the plasma and impurities. Since all these are not controllable in the experiment, we concentrate instead on operational parameters which are directly controllable but which change a number of factors at once. We will examine the stability of the plasma as a function of ECH power resonant at 10 kG in one of the axisymmetric end cells, current in the bucking coil (i.e. null radius), central cell ICH power, and gas fueling rate.
In figure 4 we show the fluctuation amplitude variation for a series of shots in which the ECH power in one of the axisymmetric plug cells was scanned. We note that the instability has a sharp threshold behavior with respect to ECu power. Below a particular power the plasma is quiescent and the fluctuation level is independent of ECH power. Above this level fluctuations are large, but again the power dependence is weak. We interpret this behavior as evidence of a stability boundary.
We can raise the ECH power level at which instability appears by increasing the bucking coil current, placing the null deeper into the
(Ju plasma (on a larger pressure gradient). We can similarly enhance the stability by increasing the ICII power level. (Slow wave ICH has been shown to be stabilizing on Tara 1 4 , presumably via ponderomotive forces 2 1 .) Figure 5 shows the time history of a shot in whilch the ICH power is ramped down during the course of the shot. At t = 40 -42 msec. the plasma undergoes a transition to instability.
This behavior is repeatable, and correlates with ICH power level rather 
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Null lad us (cm) Figure 6 . The multi-parameter nature of the stability boundarv is shown at constant fueling rate. Plug ECH drives the plasma unstable. Enhanced stability is achieved by mapping the null deeper into the plasma, raising the central cell ICII power level, or both. stability boundary relative to these two operational parameters for sev- eral power levels of ECH heating in the axicell. We note that higher ICH power and smaller null radius are stabilizing, while higher ECH power is destabilizing. Figure 6 demonstrates the interplay of divertor and ICH stabilization on two widely separated run days. The scaling of these stability boundaries with divertor current and ICH power is reproducible as shown, however it is serendipitous that the boundaries are unchanged on these two runs.
The parametric dependence of stability on divertor mapping is also characterized by a sharp threshold, as figure 7 illustrates. We plot the amplitude of the coherent m = 1 mode versus null radius for fixed ICH power, ECH power, and fueling rate. This parameter scan corresponds to moving along a horizontal line in figure 6 at a slot power level of 175 kW.
The parametric dependence of stability on fueling rate shows a similar threshold. Figure 8 demonstrates the onset of instability as the fueling rate is lowered during axicell ECH heating when the radius of the null is 17.2 cm. This threshold is extended to lower fueling rates as the divertor null is mapped inwards. In this case a stability threshold was encountered between 16 arid 18 torr-l/sec. compared to 24 torr-1/sec on subsequent shots with the divertor off. These effective fueling rates are also dependent on other parameters, such as wall conditions and vacuum quality, thus can change from day to day.
IV -Comparison with Theory and Alternate Mechanisms
The divertor was designed to stabilize via incoherent azimuthal electron drifts in the null. The data presented in section V show that The lower shot was taken at higher bucking coil current, mapping the null 1.5 cm deeper into the plasma. Although the smaller null radius stabilizes the fluctuations and makes the observation difficult, the same break may be seen.
As an alternative mechanism, we consider the possibility that enhanced compressibility due to the small radius of curvature in the null leads to enhanced stability. Assuming that an MID model of (he plasma is valid, stability can be achieved independent of finite Larmor radius effects if the pressure is of the form
where U = -9B 
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Plosmo Rodius (cm) Figure 9 . The Heavy-Ion-Beam-Probe (HIBP) shows a point measurement of the plasma density at high time resolution for two different current settings of the bucking coil. In these shots, the radius of the measurement is scanned over 10 msec. The 'buck = 90% shot is "stable", but very close to the instability threshold. On this shot a clear break in the fluctuation level may be seen at about 13.4 cm.
The 'buck = 100% shot is much more stable -at the higher current, the null maps 1.5 cm deeper into the plasma. assuming that the pressure is isotropic. This requires a pressure profile which is flat through the core and drops steeply to zero at the null. We are not able to test this by direct measurements of the pressure profile in the null region, but we can infer the density profile from the multichord interferometer array, located 2 m from the null in the central cell "well".
In figure 10 , we show statistical fits to the multichord interferometer diagnostic for a representative quiescent shot. Several profiles of varying slope are attempted. We consistently observe that a Gaussian profile yields the best fit. Profiles which are constant through the core with large density gradients on the edge (i.e. ne(r) = no(1 -(r/ro) 8 
))
are not consistent with the data, and the lower density gradients of a Gaussian profile are inconsistent with the requirements for significant compressibility stabilization. These profiles are also consistent with HIBP radial scans, as in figure 9 .
If we include finite Larmor radius effects, the profile requirements for stability are relaxed, but stability requires a large plasma pressure near the null where the curvature is strong.
Again, measurements
here are difficult, however we may make the following observations.
The central cell well plasma is measured to be anisotropic from both scanning charge exchange measurements and diamagnetic loop ratios,
Gaussion, x 2 .1.
(1-(r /rO ) with a ratio of perpendicular to parallel temperature of 4 -6. Thus the passing ion population near the null has a lower plasma pressure than the plasma confined in the wells. This leaves the possibility that plasma could be locally trapped near the null. The energy source for this plasma is the ICH resonance which forms a torus containing the ring null with a minor radius of 2 cm. Because VB is large at this point, the heating rate is reduced from the heating rate in the well region. The particle loss rate from this region is also high since the ions which pass through the resonance also pass near enough to the null to loose adiabaticity. Finally, the energy loss rate due to charge exchange at this point in the plasma is high. Neutrals are available both from the adjacent gas box and from scrape off on metallic surfaces of the diverted plasma. The plasma density is low at the plasma edge since the null region is beyond the typical 1/e density radius and the neutral shielding is poor. We conclude that it would be difficult to sustain a high plasma pressure near the null and that compressibility is probably not the source of stability.
Line-tying 18,19 on the divertor coils and/or limiters is a possible mechanism for stabilization. Figure 11 shows tbat grounding the divertor coil housing is necessary for effective stabilization. The likely Floating the divertor coils defeats the stabilizing effect of the divertor.
Two similar shots were taken with the grounding straps alternately attached and removed from the coils. Subsequent measurements show that only the south small ("boost") coil receives any significant current, collecting about 5 Amps of electron current while grounded during a typical discharge. mechanism for this would be that scrape-off of plasma on the "boost" coil limiters near the null (figure 2) provides a route for azimuthal current flow much like the null is conjectured to. The stabilizing effect would then scale with divertor current, (as in figures 6 and 7) , since the scrape off flux surface would map deeper into the plasma with increasing "bucking" coil current.
In this case, however, the divertor would act as a limiter -and the plasma radius would scale with the divertor current, which it does not. Probe scans in the region of diverted flux (i.e. near the "bucking" coil) show a density profile consistent with magnetic field mapping calculations 9 , also implying that scrape off on the small coil limiters cannot be a serious problem.
In addition, the plasma radius characteristically decreases with increasing ICH power". If the divertor stabilization were due to line-tying, this scaling would "pull" the plasma away from the limiter as the ICH power increased, and the ICH and divertor stabilization effects would not be additive (as in figure 6 ).
It is more difficult to assess the effect on the plasma of power losses, (and hence f profile changes), in the diverted flux. Changes in the equilibrium profile may decrease the instability drive or enhance the effect of ponderomotive stabilization 2 2 . The strength of the ICH E, field, largely responsible for ponderomotive stabilization, is calculated with the ANTENA code 2 3 , which predicts a high sensitivity to profile edge effects (temperature, density, etc). The edge electron temperature profile, however, does not show significant edge cooling at higher divertor currents. The radially scannable central cell Thomson scattering diagnostic 2 4 shows a slightly hollow radial profile (figure 12), which is not markedly affected by raising the divertor field (mapping the null inwards).
VII -Summary
A divertor has been successful in extending the stability limits of m = 1 interchange modes in Tara in a purely axisymmetric magnetic field configuration. Stability of non diverted plasmas is limited by thresholds in fueling rate, ICH power, and ECH power; all these limits are extendable with divertor operation. The degree of enhanced stability increases with the current in the divertor bucking coil -thus stability improves as the null is mapped radially inwards in the central cell. Figure 12 .
Radially scannable Thomson scattering measurements in the central cell "well" show a slightly hollow profile with no indication of edge cooling at greater divertor fields. Runs taken with the divertor bucking coil set for a null radius of 16.9 cm. versus runs taken at higher current (with the null mapping to 14.5 cm.) show no measurable edge Te profile change. The outermost radial measurement shows no appreciable edge cooling when mapped outside the null radius.
have been observed to decrease at the null radius, in agreement with theory. Several alternate theoretical mechanisms for divertor stabilization have been discussed; changes in the equilibrium plasma pressure profile due to divertor mapping may also play a role in stabilization.
